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MIT Press Ltd, United States, 2005. Hardback. Book Condition: New. New.. 240 x 160 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book. This examination of end-of-life decision making offers a broader
perspective than that found in the extensive existing literature on this topic by offering a cross-
national comparison. Experts from twelve countries analyze death-related issues and policies in
their respective nations, discussing such topics as health care costs, advance directives or wills, pain
management, and cultural, social, and religious factors. The countries selected for study -- Brazil,
China, Germany, India, Israel, Japan, Kenya, the Netherlands, Taiwan, Turkey, the United Kingdom,
and the United States -- represent a mix of East and West, developed and developing nations
seldom considered together in analyses of these issues. This is the first systematic attempt to
analyze end-of-life issues in many of these countries; the chapters on China, Kenya (of special
significance because of the HIV/AIDS epidemic in sub-Saharan Africa) and Turkey break new
ground.Each author reports on various factors in end-of-life decisions: estimated costs of dying,
including health care costs; the proportion of deaths occurring in hospitals, in hospices, and at
home; the prevalence and variety of advance directives; the mix of high technology and...
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I just started out looking at this ebook. This can be for those who statte there had not been a worthy of reading through. You can expect to like the way the
blogger publish this ebook.
-- Dr . Fr eddie Gr eenholt Jr .-- Dr . Fr eddie Gr eenholt Jr .

Very helpful to all category of individuals. It is definitely simplified but surprises inside the 50 percent of your pdf. I am very happy to inform you that this is
actually the very best pdf i have read in my very own lifestyle and may be he finest pdf for actually.
-- Chr istelle Tr eutel-- Chr istelle Tr eutel
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